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lu·cid adj.

1. easily understood; intelligible.
2. brought to you exclusively by keizer wheels inc.
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This hub contains a lucid bearing. It is the highest quality bearing known to the wheel
industry. It is sold exclusively by Keizer Wheels. Please maintain your bearings and grease
between the spindle and bearing when installing hub. Your bearing will be damaged if
you remove the hub if your spindle is seized to bearing. If you are replacing your bearings,
always make sure the blue seals face eachother towards the inside of the hub.
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For more information please call the Keizer Wheels Tech Line @ 712-737-3053
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The lucid bearing was introduced by Keizer Wheels to bring micro sprint hub bearings to
the next level of performance and security. After a full year of testing and outstanding
results, the Lucid bearing is finally available to the public. Having used every bearing
known to industry we were unsatisfied with the performance. The common 1641 roller
bearing was inexpensive and did not require rigorous maintenance but was often
unpredictable as its design did not complement the forces it received. The L44610 race
bearings had more security but a less then desirable maintainance and cleanliness issues.
The lucid bearing brings the best of both styles to the table. Offering the security of a
cup/race with the low maintenance and the cleanliness of a sealed roller bearing. The
lucid bearing is easily understood. The Lucid bearing comes color coded to insure proper
installation into the hub. Lucid bearings can replace any 1641 bearing or L44610 race
with ease. Lucid bearings come standard in all dragonfly 3-spoke dirt track hubs and can
be upgraded in all butterfly 6spoke hubs.
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